
Subject: Removing "NaN points" from graphs or formula to avoid "NaN" results
Posted by Charlene on Mon, 12 Sep 2022 11:48:14 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dear team,
First of all, thanks a lot for this useful forum, I already found answers to my questions in the
previous topics!
However I was not able to find an answer to this issue that I encountered:
- I added calculated values with some formula from different columns. However, in these columns,
some rows do not have values and are empty, therefore the calculation gave "NaN"
- The problem is that when I draw a 2D graph, the "NaN" values are also reported on the graph as
"0" all on the bottom which is not useful.

My questions are:
- is there a function like there is on excel which allows to get an empty box if the result of the
calculation is 0?
- and/or is it possible to remove all the "NaN" points from the graphs?

Many thanks in advance for your return,
Kind regards,
Charlène

Subject: Re: Removing "NaN points" from graphs or formula to avoid "NaN" results
Posted by thomas on Tue, 13 Sep 2022 19:42:56 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dear Charlène,

the answer to your second question is easy: the default for graphical views is to show empty
values ('NaN' means 'Not a Number' and treated as an empty value). You can change the setting
by pressing the 'wrench' button of the view, the switch to the 'Row Hiding' panel and uncheck
'Show empty values'

I don't quite understand the first question. '0' is a number and a valid numerical result. If a
calculation cannot be done. because an input value is not numerical or because of another error,
you get NaN or Infinity. If you intentd to convert a '0' result into an empty cell, you could use the
if() function.

Subject: Re: Removing "NaN points" from graphs or formula to avoid "NaN" results
Posted by Charlene on Wed, 14 Sep 2022 06:29:20 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dear Thomas,
Thanks a lot! I did not know this possibility and I thought that NaN was considered as text!
It solved my problem, thank you very much :)
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Have a great day!
Charlène
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